How Comprehensive Medication Management Contributes to Foundational Elements of Primary Care
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Pharmacists are more often being recognized as a critical component of the primary care team. Previous literature has not clearly made the connection to how pharmacists and comprehensive medication management (CMM) contribute to recognized foundational elements of primary care. In this reflection, we examine how the delivery of CMM both supports and aligns with Starfield’s 4 Cs of Primary Care. We illustrate how the delivery of CMM supports first contact through increased provider access, continuity through empanelment, comprehensiveness by addressing unmet medication needs, and coordination through collaborating with the primary care team and broader team. The provision of CMM addresses critical unmet medication-related needs in primary care and is aligned with the foundational elements of primary care. (J Am Board Fam Med 2021;34:420–423.)
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Barbara Starfield’s 4 Cs of Primary Care—first contact, continuity, comprehensiveness, and coordination—are thought to explain the positive effects of primary care on cost, quality, and equity.1,2 Many scholars have built on Starfield’s characterization of the 4 Cs, including Bodenheimer and others, to further elucidate the essential components of primary care3 and the teams that are critical to its effective provision.4–6 Due to evolving payment models and growing patient complexity, the necessity of team-based care models is greater than ever before. Pharmacists are increasingly recognized as significant contributors to primary care teams, but little has been written about their roles in delivering on the foundational elements of primary care as described by Starfield. We examine in this reflection the connection between Starfield’s framework of primary care, pharmacists, and comprehensive medication management (CMM).

CMM, the practice of ensuring that each medication a patient is taking is currently indicated, effective for the disease it is treating, safe given the patient’s other medications and conditions, and best suited for the individual patient, holds significant promise as an effective, team-based intervention to optimize medication use in practice.7,8 Current accreditation standards ensure pharmacists are trained to apply a standard patient care process and serve as an integral member of the health care team in providing CMM.9 The service of CMM is distinct from traditional services of providing safe and effective distribution of medications and typically does not include dispensing of medications but rather is often provided within a medical clinic or other setting where the pharmacist conducts in-person evaluations and follow-up visits with the patient to
Complex patient case: RF is a 72-year-old male who lives with his wife. He has limited financial resources and limited means of transportation. RF has a history of poorly controlled type 2 diabetes, heart failure, dementia, depression, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and pain. He often has difficulty affording medications. He recently had an emergency room visit as a result of a fall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 Cs Pillar</th>
<th>How CMM Supports Primary Care in Achieving the 4 Cs</th>
<th>How Practice of CMM Aligns with the 4 Cs of Primary Care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First contact</td>
<td>RF and his wife noted blood sugar readings over the past month are elevated. He scheduled an appointment with a pharmacist providing CMM who he has met with in the past. This increases access and “contact” to the health care team for RF.</td>
<td>After RF’s hospitalization, his wife sent the pharmacist providing CMM in the clinic a message to clarify if a symptom he was experiencing may be a side effect of a new medication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuity</td>
<td>RF was referred to CMM services as a part of a providers’ panel of patients not meeting diabetes goals.</td>
<td>The pharmacist providing CMM for RF will continue to follow up with the patient until the patient’s goals are achieved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensiveness</td>
<td>Although RF was referred to CMM services because he was not meeting diabetes goals, the pharmacist providing CMM will comprehensively review all medications the patient is taking and help resolve all issues, such as inhaler affordability, not only concerns related to diabetes medications.</td>
<td>When RF started to follow up with CMM services, the pharmacist identified that he had difficulty taking twice-daily medications and was able to work with the care team to create a regimen with more once-daily medications. This helped RF to better meet his health goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>During RF’s CMM appointment, it became unclear which medications RF was actually taking. To clarify the current medication regimen, the pharmacist coordinated with RF, his wife, RF’s pharmacy, and his cardiology team in a different health system.</td>
<td>When the pharmacist was working with RF to help manage his congestive heart failure, the pharmacist, working in collaboration with the patient’s pain management provider, decreased nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug use and found an alternative, safer treatment option.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

optimize his/her medication use in collaboration with other members of the health care team.\textsuperscript{10}

The practice of CMM by pharmacists is guided by 5 philosophical tenets: (1) the practice is rooted in meeting a societal need, (2) the practitioner assumes responsibility for optimizing medication use, (3) care is provided through a patient-centered approach, (4) care is supported by an ongoing patient–pharmacist relationship, and (5) practitioners work as a collaborative member of the health care team.\textsuperscript{11} The service of CMM, when delivered with fidelity,\textsuperscript{3} has demonstrated positive effects on the Quadruple Aim of better health, better patient experience, lower cost, and joy in practice. Prior studies have demonstrated impact on clinical measures such as A1c and diabetes-related quality measures\textsuperscript{12} and hypertension\textsuperscript{13} and health resource use.\textsuperscript{14} The impact on provider\textsuperscript{15} and patient experience is positive.\textsuperscript{16,17} And CMM delivered as part of an interprofessional team has demonstrated a positive financial return on investment.\textsuperscript{7,18} Previous work has pointed out how medication therapy management (MTM), which is a similar but less well defined and often more narrowly focused intervention than CMM, supports the primary care function.\textsuperscript{19}

To further understand the contribution of CMM services to team-based care, we examined parallels between foundational aspects of CMM and the 4 Cs. We specifically considered CMM delivered by a pharmacist embedded in a primary care clinic. We considered the 5 philosophical tenets previously discussed\textsuperscript{11} as well as practice management aspects of CMM pharmacists. In this reflection, we establish (1) how, if properly implemented, CMM can support and advance each of the foundational elements of primary care, and (2) how the practice of CMM aligns with each of these pillars. Table 1 provides an example of the findings we describe below.

When describing first contact, Starfield notes, “there should be one particular place or health care provider serving as a point of entry into the health system each time a new problem is experienced.”\textsuperscript{11} The delivery of CMM supports first contact by increasing provider access. Because the pharmacist assumes responsibility for some of the longitudinal management of patients with chronic illness, primary care providers (PCPs) realize an increased capacity for initial and urgent visits.\textsuperscript{15} The service of CMM also aligns with the pillar of first contact because the pharmacist providing CMM assumes the responsibility for optimizing medication use. When an established patient has an ongoing relationship with a pharmacist as a part of the primary care team, the
Continuity of care is promoted through population health management. Pharmacists, as integrated members of the health care team, partner with PCPs to identify patients and groups most in need of CMM to optimize medications. Longitudinal relationships between patients and pharmacists enhance the value of overall primary care continuity. Pharmacists providing CMM align with continuity because they ensure that they are providing care through an ongoing patient–pharmacist relationship via follow-up visits. In addition, to understand the population receiving CMM and ensure they are targeting patients most in need, the pharmacist identifies those patients most in need of CMM and can follow those patients over time who are receiving CMM. Patients benefit from this ongoing relationship with their pharmacist. In fact, a personal relationship with a pharmacist has been identified as a top predictor of medication adherence for patients.\textsuperscript{20}

The third pillar, comprehensiveness, is described as “the extent to which primary care practitioners provided a broader range of services rather than making referrals to specialists for those services.”\textsuperscript{22} To be fully comprehensive, primary care must address all medical needs of a patient, which include medication optimization. Pharmacists providing CMM support comprehensiveness through taking responsibility to address the societal need of optimizing medication use, adding additional, focused expertise to the primary care team. In prior interviews with PCPs, informants have suggested that CMM can lead to a reduction in calls and referrals to specialists, a concept requiring more evaluation but with the potential to expand primary care team scope and impact unnecessary care use.\textsuperscript{15} In addition, the service of CMM aligns with the pillar of comprehensive because pharmacists approach the patient holistically and assume responsibility for optimizing all medications a patient is taking.

The last pillar is coordination and it is noted that “primary care practice must integrate all aspects of care when patients must be seen elsewhere.”\textsuperscript{2} Pharmacists providing CMM support primary care in coordination through working as a collaborative member of the health care team. In this role, the pharmacist takes part in obtaining past information (eg, medication histories, medication reconciliation) that help inform current treatment and assume responsibility for the coordination of care around optimization of the patient’s medications. This coordination role benefits the patients. For example, CMM provided after hospital stays has demonstrated decreased readmissions.\textsuperscript{14,21} Decreased readmissions are likely in part driven by coordination efforts and may be due to the support that the CMM pharmacist is providing the primary care team through coordinating with the hospital care team and may also be due to the direct contributions of the pharmacist. Last, CMM aligns with coordination through collaborating with the team, both in the primary care practice and the broader team including specialists and the patient’s community pharmacy.

As the health care community seeks to achieve the Quadruple Aim, it is critical to consider interprofessional practices in primary care.\textsuperscript{22} Pharmacists providing CMM both support and provide services that align with each of the 4 Cs of primary care. Given this role, CMM holds significant promise as a clinical service embedded in primary care practices provided by pharmacists working in collaboration with the patient and the health care team to optimize medication use and advance patient care.

To see this article online, please go to: http://jabfm.org/content/34/2/420.full.
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